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Abstract
This article provides a historical perspective on media practices in refugee camps. Through an analysis of archival material
emerging from refugee camps in Germany between 1945 and 2000, roles and functions of media practices in the camp
experience among forcedmigrants are demonstrated. The refugee camp is conceptualized as a heterotopian space, where
media practices took place in pre-digital media environments. The archival records show howmedia practices of refugees
responded to the spatial constraints of the camp. At the same time, media practices emerged from the precarious power
relations between refugees, administration, and activists. Opportunities, spaces, and access to media practices and tech-
nologies were provided, yet at the same time restricted, by the camp structure and administration, as well as created by
refugees and volunteers.Media activist practices, such as the voicing of demands for the availability ofmedia, demonstrate
how access to media was fought for within the power structures and affordances of the analogue environment. While ba-
sic media infrastructure had to be fought for more than in the digital era and surveillance and control of media practices
was more intense, the basic need for access to information and connectivity was similar in pre-digital times, resulting in
media activism. This exploration of unconsidered technological environments in media and refugee studies can arguably
nuance our understanding of the role of media technologies in “refugee crises”.
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1. Introduction
It is not new to postulate that media and communication
are central to experiences of forced migration. Informa-
tion scarcity, contact with loved ones left behind, and
general disorientation associated with displacement are
experiences, which entail mediated practices and are de-
pendent on various forms of communication. Digital me-
dia, especially the smartphone, are often described as
new empowering tools to navigate the complexities of
seeking and finding asylum. Often, the focus lies on iden-
tifying practices, experiences, and problems, which had
not been possible before.
This article intends to question, debunk, and rela-
tivize the alleged newness of media practices forced mi-
grants engage with. Forced migration is older than the
Internet, which flags up the question of how different
media technologies have engendered media practices
amidst refugees in similar or different ways. The aim of
this article is, therefore, to identify explicitly pre-digital
media practices in refugee camps in Germany, between
1945 and 2000. Drawing on archival material from this
empirical context, traces of pre-digital media practices
among refugees are analyzed, in order to explore how
different media practices have emerged from the camp.
The refugee camp represents a continuity of themod-
ern refugee regime, a spatial construct of sovereignty
and control grown out of the countless displacements
during the 20th and 21st centuries (Gatrell, 2013).
Within these enduring spaces, I argue, we can fruitfully
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observe changes and continuities of analogue and digital
media practices across longer periods of time. Therefore,
I am suggesting an exploration of camp-based refugee
media practices, which is removed from a digital-only
focus and avoids the daunting rhetoric of “digital ex-
ceptionalism” (Marwick, 2013). By using the admittedly
problematic term “pre-digital”, I do not want to draw
another techno-centred periodical border and reinforce
the meaning of the digital, yet widen scholarly attention
to unconsidered technological environments, when ana-
lyzing the communication situations of refugees.
Ample research has scrutinized refugees’ media prac-
tices. The “connected migrant” maintaining a “culture
of bonds” (Diminescu, 2008) has been the subject of
the emerging field of “digital migration studies” (Leurs &
Smets, 2018), evaluating ramifications of digital technolo-
gies in fleeing, waiting, arriving, and integrating (Alencar,
2018; Gillespie, Osseiran, & Cheesman, 2018; Graf, 2018;
Leurs, 2017; Twigt, 2018, Witteborn, 2014a). Within the
refugee camp, media experiences have been described
as “information precarity” (Wall, Campbell, & Janbek,
2017), and as spaces of instability and uncertainty, where
media provide ontological security (Smets, 2018) and are
used to manage (im)perceptibility (Witteborn, 2014b).
While these studies provide useful concepts, for themost
part, they do not consider the historical trajectories of
pre-digital media environments. Digging backwards is a
crucial undertaking in media and refugee studies if we
want to avoid overestimating the significance of new dig-
ital media. Therefore, the following research questions
are posed: which media practices emerged from the pre-
digital spatial setting of the refugee camp? How did the
camps’ power structures enable or disable forms of com-
munication?Howwere the needs and functions ofmedia
practices fulfilled in pre-digital times?
Sections 2 and 3 outline the conceptual avenues into
historicizing media practices (Couldry, 2004), and theo-
rize the camp as a heterotopian space (Foucault, 1997).
The camp is understood as a controlled space of themod-
ern refugee regime (Gatrell, 2013), where refugees draw
on different media practices to cope with, comply with,
or resist and circumvent the power structures which are
imposed upon them. In Section 4, the methods are sum-
marized and background information on refugee camps
in Germany between 1945 and 2000 is provided. The em-
pirical analysis in Sections 5 and 6 identifies heterotopian
media practices within the space of the camp, produced
by a triad of actors: residents, administration, and volun-
teers/activists. It is demonstrated how media practices
responded to the heterotopian conditions, resulting in
media activist practices within the limitations of space
and power.
2. Media Practices in Refugee Camps—Historical
Avenues
“[T]he history of media is never more or less than the
history of their uses, which always lead us away from
them to the social practices and conflicts they illuminate”
states CarolynMarvin (1990, p. 8). Pre-digitalmedia prac-
tices in refugee camps elucidate such marginal “social
practices and conflicts” and are thus entry points to the
histories ofmedia and communication. In research about
media and forced migration, diachronic historical per-
spectives are vital interventions to the often presentist
and digital-centred accounts of media within “refugee-
dom” (Gatrell, 2017). Peter Gatrell (2017, p. 170) defines
“refugeedom” as a “matrix involving administrative prac-
tices, legal norms, social relations, and refugees’ experi-
ences, as well as highlighting how these have been rep-
resented in cultural terms”. I argue that media practices
are part of such historically constructed and produced
refugeedom frameworks. Media technologies have both
co-produced refugeedom and can be used by refugees
to counteract and resist it. Part of refugeedom is the
refugee camp, a symptomof themodern refugee regime,
created to control the legal figure of the refugee (Gatrell,
2013). It is a materialized “modern social imaginary” in
thewords of Charles Taylor (2004),where belongings and
exclusions in society are imagined and produced. There-
fore, as a specific intersection of media and communica-
tion history and refugee studies, this article focusses on
media practices in the refugee camp.
The concept of “media practices”, most eminently
described by Nick Couldry, captures any lose, yet inter-
related set of open-ended practices “oriented towards
media and the role of media in ordering other prac-
tices in the social world” (Couldry, 2004, p. 115). Shift-
ing attention to actions in relation to media allows for
interrelational understandings of media and other so-
cial practices and their mutual influencing. This “decen-
ter[ing of] media research from the study of media texts”
(p. 117) is well suited to situate the refugee and their
agency within the material and discursive power struc-
tures that camp internment produces. A media practice
approach not only includes what people do with media
but also what they “say in relation to media” (Couldry,
2010, p. 41). The inclusion of mediated discourses and
imaginaries around the roles and functions of media
technologies in the refugee camp is methodically helpful
when seeking historical avenues. I grasp archival records
as traces of media practices in the camp, including all
kinds of mediated or media-influenced social practices,
discourses, and imaginaries emerging from the camp (cf.
similar methodologies in Gitelman, 2006; Marvin, 1990;
Kaun, 2016).
Hence, an inquiry of “the open-ended range of prac-
tices focused directly or indirectly on media” (Couldry,
2004, p. 117) is a way to uncover the roles and func-
tions of media and communication in pre-digital refugee
camps. The examples below will map some of these,
focusing especially on media activism (Mattoni, 2012;
Pickard & Yang, 2017) and the voicing of demands as a
media practice. In research on refugees and media, this
approach to what refugees do with digital media has
been recognised, too, as outlined above. However, to
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contextualize the specificities of the digital, and to serve
justice to the longue durée of forcedmigration and camp
accommodation, we need to include empirical material
that stands outside the digital.
3. The Heterotopian Space of the Refugee Camp
Refugees accommodated in camps are, spatially and so-
cially, at the margins of media and communication and
their histories. Yet, the camp produces a space, which,
from the refugees’ perspective, is a centre of communi-
cation. To understand the spatiality of the camp and how
it affects media and communication, it has to be seen as
a materially produced, and socially constructed, commu-
nicative space, where media practices take place; they
are embedded into the spatial structures provided by the
camp (cf. Despard, 2016).
In Germany, the regime at refugee camps and shel-
ters has become ever tighter over the years (Gatrell,
2013). If all legal categories of forced migrants created
in the post-WW2 refugee regime are counted, hundreds
of thousands of refugees, expellees, asylum-seekers, or
displaced persons have lived in a camp structure in
Germany at some point1. These bureaucratic legal defi-
nitions, which “make” the figure of the refugee (Gatrell,
2013), are tied to the space of the camp, which con-
trols forced migrants in space and time. Thereby, it
is a “social imaginary” (Taylor, 2004), materializing the
refugee regime.
To further comprehend how the spatial regime of the
camp andmedia practices intersect, I draw on Foucault’s
(1997) notion of heterotopias, reading it as a spacewhich
enables new practices, politics, and agencies within the
power dynamics of its control regimes. Heterotopias are
arrangements of spaces with a function in society:
[A] counter arrangement, of effectively realized
utopia, in which…all the other real arrangements that
can be found within society, are at one and the same
time represented, challenged, and overturned: a sort
of place that lies outside all places and yet is actually
localizable. (p. 333)
Refugee camps are exactly these “absolutely other”
spaces, created to uphold the refugee regime, and are
thus “occupied by individuals whose behaviour deviates
from the current average or standard” (p. 333), namely
the “national order of things” (Malkki, 1995). Thus, they
are heterotopias of deviation. The camps’ function is to
stand in an othering relation to the rest of spaces, by be-
ing an institutionalized space, which expresses inclusion
and exclusion from the “normal”, national society, by
putting the refugees into forced immobility. Their func-
tion of separating people during the long wait of the
asylum-seeking process also creates a heterotopian tem-
porality of the space, or “heterochronism”, which works
for the refugees as a “total breach of their traditional
time” (Foucault, 1997, p. 334). Ultimately, Foucault de-
scribes the heterotopian condition as “one thinks one
has entered and, by the sole fact of entering, one is ex-
cluded” (p. 335), which holds true in a very literal sense
for the refugees accommodated in camps.
Still, these spaces can actually be found at the cen-
tre of societies, of cities, and rural areas, and thus co-
construct utopian imaginaries of (dis)belonging. What
does this mean for media practices within the camps?
On account that citizenship and political agency are
constrained within the refugee regime, other practices
have to be employed. As scholarship within refugee
studies shows, for refugees, camps have been sites of
community-building, a first safe haven, or transitory
home, where new identity performances in situations of
social arrest and uncertainty have taken place (Malkki,
1996; McLaren, 2010; Turner, 2016).
Media practices are part of these experiences of
camp internment, and I, therefore, suggest that they
should be understood as heterotopian, too. Firstly, a fo-
cus on media practices points at possibilities of agency
and political engagement, emerging from the hetero-
topian space. Media can facilitate articulation and self-
organization, of course within the power constraints of
the camp and the refugee regime. In this sense, hetero-
topian media practices respond to the necessities and
limitations that the space creates. They are extremely
space-related in this context, as they emerge from the
heterotopian conditions as outlined above. They are de-
pendent on access to technology within the camp, or on
permission only being granted for their use in certain
rooms, as well as on the inherent limitations, such as
lack of information and connectivity, which internment
and immobility produce. Thereby, they are reactions to
the heterotopia’s functions of separating “deviants”, cre-
ating new temporal regimes, and othering its occupants
into exclusion and invisibility.
Heterotopias “always presuppose a system of open-
ing and closing that isolates them andmakes them pene-
trable at one and the same time” (Foucault, 1997, p. 335).
Refugee camps are not fully closed entities, certain prac-
tices and actors penetrate its boundaries. Media prac-
tices are communicatory forms of challenging this spa-
tial regime, of crossing its fences and the refugee regime.
The fight for connectivity and ways of communication,
often in collaboration with activists and NGOs from out-
side, are such practices grown out of the heterotopian
condition. For the occupants, the goal of certain me-
dia practices is hence to make the space less hetero-
topian, so to speak, to integrate it with the “normal”
spaces around the camp through forms ofmediated com-
munication, as well as to fight the state of deviation
and otherness.
1 For the sake of readability, yet being aware of its problematic, the term “refugee camp” will be used for all state-run accommodation structures for
refugees and asylum-seekers. “Refugee” will equally be used in an all-encompassing sense for all forced migrants, asylum-seekers and refugees, not in
its legal sense as having gained refugee status.
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According to this reading of heterotopias, I want to
argue that refugee camps are spaces which enact insti-
tutionalized power and undermine citizenship, yet they
also provide space for practices, which act against such
regimes of control, and emerge from the heterotopian
condition. Heterotopian media practices are simultane-
ously tied to the limitations that the refugee regime pro-
duces within the camp space, as well as the subversive
forms of negotiating different strategies to be able to
cope with the traumatizing experiences of forced migra-
tion, internment, and immobility in the camp.
4. Methods and Cases
The archive material analyzed ranges from administra-
tive documents to leaflets and magazines produced by
refugees, volunteers, and activists; material included
printed interviews, letters, photos, statistical data, min-
utes from meetings, as well as other sources (see
archives in references). The files are archived in relation
to a range of different refugee camps in West Germany
and were chosen for analysis if they referred to any kind
of media practice, as defined above. Qualitative content
analysis was employed. The content of the files was cate-
gorized according to different forms of media practices
(e.g., access to technology, need for connectivity, cre-
ation of public sphere etc.). This open coding was boiled
down into repetitive concepts. I understand the sources
as traces of media practices, which both give insights
into discourses and imaginaries around roles and func-
tions of media technologies and provide documentation
of actual practices. While being, of course, incomplete
and dependent on successful preservation, the variety
of sources incorporates governmental sources from the
top (State Archives) as well as refugees’ and activists’
voices frombelow (Archive for SocialMovements).When
combined, they complement each other and show the
refugee regime as well as the resistance against it.
Refugee camps in West Germany from 1945 up to
2000 are representative of the Western refugee regime.
First established in response to mass expulsions of WW1,
refurbished afterWW2, camp structures were developed
further and are still intact today (Gatrell, 2013, p. 5).
A multitude of legal regimes created different categories
of refugee statuses in bothGerman states, adapted to the
respective political contexts. Camps ranged from large
camps, almost suburban-like structures for post-WW2
expellees and refugees (who had German citizenship),
to more closed institutions for foreign refugees, for ex-
ample, from Hungary in 1956, or Vietnam and different
African and Middle Eastern countries, or the Balkans, in
the 1980s and 1990s. In these cases, the refugees had
to dwell in institutionalized accommodation, while their
asylum claims were processed. Unlike many camps in the
Middle East or Africa, the structures were provided by
the German state and strictly managed by authorities on
site. Social benefits, legal procedures, food, and cloth-
ing supplies were organized there and were dependent
on exact legislation and the status of the refugee (e.g.,
asylum-seeker with a pending case, accepted refugee,
quota refugee, rejected but tolerated refugee). Chang-
ing terminologies reveal evolving political discourses
and the tightening of the refugee regime, starting from
“Flüchtlingslager” (refugee camp), to “Zentrale Anlaufstel-
le (ZASt)” (central contact point), “Notaufnahmelager”
(emergency reception camp), “Durchgangslager” (transit
camp), the derogative “Asylantenheim” (asylum-seeker
camp), up to the now still common “Gemeinschaftsun-
terkunft” (common accommodation). Several thousand
of these institutions existed in Germany across the time
frame (Beer, 2014). Different laws regulated rights and
duties, being revised multiple times into stricter versions
with fewer benefits. For foreign asylum-seekers, sepa-
rated accommodation in camps was set as a deliberate
goal in the late 1970s and early 1980s. In East Germany,
camps existed for returnees from the West as well as for
Communist war refugees, for example, fromGreece; they
are however not considered in this article.
Living conditions in the camps were highly depen-
dent on these legal regimes (see for overview Hochmuth
& Bispinck, 2014; Neubauer, 1995). The architecture of
the structures ranged from reused concentration camps,
army barracks or simple huts, repurposed hotels or halls,
to multiple-family houses or even village-like structures.
As housing and administration of refugees are organized
at the local level in Germany’s federal system, a general
account of camp conditions is impossible. However, we
know from contemporary reports that conditions were
dire. Refugees dwelled mostly in single or shared rooms,
or small flats for families, living off a small monthly al-
lowance, benefits in kind, or coupons. Food was either
provided three times a day (usually in camps of first ar-
rival, where the regime was often unaware of the var-
ious religions and nationalities of the refugees) or had
to be cooked by the refugees themselves (in longer-term
accommodation). For foreign refugees, working was usu-
ally forbidden. Often, staff from social charity organiza-
tions, or volunteers and activists, would provide points
of contact with the outside world for the refugees, or-
ganizing leisure activities or providing legal counselling.
Refugees were free to leave the camps, however, the dis-
trict or commune could not be left. Often hygiene, fire
safety, and general conditions were bad, mental health
problems and suicidewere normal. These dire conditions
incorporated precarious privacy, and constant surveil-
lance during long periods of waiting and doing nothing.
A refugee, quoted in the source material, described it
like this: “When you are an asylum-seeker, you live like in
prison, but in prison, you can work a little. Not here, only
eat and sleep and do bullshit” (Arbeitsgruppe Asylpoli-
tik des Dritte Welt e.V., 1991; all quotes translated by
the author).
In 1983, UNHCR filed a report about the conditions
inWest Germany’s refugee camps (Refugee Survey Quar-
terly, 2008). The so-called “Toscani-report” heavily criti-
cized the poor conditions in the seven camps that were
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visited, causing a minor diplomatic row with the Ger-
man government. The report clearly links specific poli-
cies in relation to the camps and asylum-processing to
the bad performance in categories such as staff, commu-
nity work, hygiene, legal counselling and mental health
etc. They called out racist structures and concluded that
“it was difficult to imagine how bad the conditions actu-
ally are in the centres in the FRG without actually seeing
them” (Refugee Survey Quarterly, 2008, p. 163).
Within this context, thematerial collected points to a
diverse range of media practices, including interpersonal
contact with family and friends elsewhere, attempts to
attain information and access to news, practices of wit-
nessing and remembering, or practices ofmedia activism
in the form of voicing demands. Of course, these prac-
tices happen today, too. Yet, in pre-digital media envi-
ronments, they had to be crafted and carried out by
other means, leading to different power dynamics. The
subsequent examples will firstly analyze how the het-
erotopian space of the camp affected media practices,
and secondly how media activist practices, or the voic-
ing of demands for and through media, emerged from
the heterotopian condition as a prevalent practice in pre-
digital times.
5. Media Practices in the Heterotopia
Unsurprisingly, camp-based refugees faced an extreme
situation of information scarcity in pre-digital media en-
vironments as they do today. Responding to the lack
of connectivity, instead of hunting signal or Wi-Fi, both
refugees and camp administration found alternative me-
dia technologies.
In 1952, several refugee camps inWest Berlin, accom-
modating refugees from the GDR, received 65 radios as
a donation from the public service broadcaster NWDR
in Hamburg. Previously, a government official had asked
for the devices in a letter, describing how the lack of ra-
dios andnewsmagazines created oneof the biggest hard-
ships: “being cut off from the outside world hits the in-
mates of the camps especially hard”, the donation would
be an “act of utmost philanthropy” (Eichler, 1952). The
imaginaries around the functions of media technology
put forward in this letter exchange show how access to
informationwas deemed essential within the confines of
the camp and its information precarity. Radio was the
only medium at the time that could receive live broad-
casts across national borders. Photos show how transis-
tor radios in particular (and later portable TV-sets) were
regular features in the refugees’ private rooms so that
broadcasts from their home countries could be listened
to. Radios often were one of the first things newcomers
would buy or trade within the camps.
The archival records demonstrate how media and
communication opportunities were tied to the physical
and architectural structures of the camps, they were in-
cluded in the spatial conditions or invented in response
to them. The transistor radios acted as mobile devices
do today as they could easily be taken in case of relo-
cation. A different kind of space-related media practice
in the camp can be observed in the creation of desig-
nated spaces for communication: e.g. camp cinemas in
the 1940s and 1950s, showing newsreels and light enter-
tainment; or TV, radio and newspaper rooms as social
gathering rooms. These are reminiscent of today’s “In-
ternet rooms”, which Saskia Witteborn analyzes as sites
formedia use. They enable “technologicallymediated so-
ciality” (2014a, p. 356), by combining media use and the
physical sharing of space to socialize. These possibilities
were offered by the camp administration, this offering,
however, enabled full control and surveillance of where
and when certain media practices could take place. For
example, in the so-called Valka-camp in Nuremberg, the
main camp for foreigners after WW2, different cinema
providers competed for time slots to play their films in
the “theatre barracks”. A letter from the camp manager
to the government reveals that they closely scrutinized
the selection of films, as they wanted to boost morale
and democratic education among the residents, whereas
the providers often brought popular, light entertainment
movies (Gewerbebetriebe imSammellager für Ausländer
und Kantinen Allgemein, ca. 1950–1960).
In cases where spaces for specific necessary media
practices were missing, this gap could often be filled by
an alternative, as Figure 1 shows. Creatively improvis-
ing with the means at hand, camp residents in Friedland
(1940s/1950s) developed a paper-based way of exchang-
ing information, by posting small sheets of paper on the
walls of the huts, mostly trying to find lost family mem-
bers and friends. The walls and improvised blackboards
became communication hubs, an exchange platform for
information within and beyond the camp, for informa-
tion which was desperately needed during the post-war
disorientation. With time, these search ads switched
medium and became a regular part of a West German
radio program, where names and contact details of lost
individuals were read out (Wagner, 2014).
Communication spaces and opportunities for media
practices were both offered from above, by the camp
structures and administration, thereby materializing the
refugee regime in place—but also created from below,
by the refugees themselves, often supported by volun-
teers and activists. Possibilities for media practices were
a power play between these actors. They responded to
the heterotopian condition, both through its othering
and excluding dimension that created information pre-
carity, as well as through the creative invention of other
media practices which were necessary and responded to
the spatial constraints.
If we move to the later context of the 1980s and
1990s,when the asylum legislation hadbeen significantly
tightened, camp accommodation was made obligatory
for all newcomers, work was prohibited, long waiting
times were the norm, and when racist attacks prolifer-
ated, we can also see that the control of media practices
became stricter. Cinemas or other media-related spaces
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Figure 1. Camp residents in Friedland communicating via blackboards and walls of the camp buildings (© Museum
Friedland).
were no longer generally available. Only a few references
in camps’ house rules or inventory lists show that “news-
papers in national language” or a TV-room were pro-
vided, (Gemeinschaftsunterkünfte und Flüchtlingswohn-
heime im Regierungsbezirk Braunschweig. 1982–1987,
ca. 1982–1987). Media was no longer part of the basic
provision and, in the case of camp telephones, the use
of this communication technology was often even explic-
itly forbidden, or only granted in emergencies.
In this situation of high information precarity, the
sources reveal the role of volunteers and activists in fight-
ing for, enabling, as well as engaging in media practices
for and with the refugees. Often stemming from a left-
wing, anti-racist milieu, but also from Christian circles,
they interacted with the heterotopian space from out-
side, stepping in to help:
Incentives by us helpers to take over the flow of in-
formation inside the camp, were deemed positively.
They need our material and personal support for that.
To proceed in that, the refugees want a space outside
the camp to meet. (Gruppe gegen Rassismus, 1993)
As the previous examples have already shown, the con-
trol of media practices in the camp was subject to strug-
gle. Imaginaries and ascribed functions of media tech-
nologies show how access to certain information and
media practices, be it news, legal counselling, enter-
tainment, or personal contacts, is managed within and
through space. In the example, activists and refugees
fight to transgress the borders of the camp: A physical
space outside the camp to manage information flows
avoids control inside. In another case in Freiburg, volun-
teers created an “info café” in a student dormoutside the
camp, enabling unsupervised distance and free speech
for the refugees (UnterstützerInnengruppe, 1994). Sim-
ilarly, a letter exchange from 1992 between a volun-
teer and the camp administration demonstrates that the
struggle around access to media technologies was also a
struggle to obtain opportunities for socializing and well-
being. The activist group suggested to establish a “tea-
room” in the camp:
Refugees are dependent on up-to-date information
from their home countries. This information has
to reach the refugees – especially during the first
months—in their mother tongue. Therefore, we want
to offer them newspapers in several languages. Our
idea is that the camp Blankenburg offers us a room
for two hours per week. The reading time could then
be a meeting point for refugees, including coffee and
tea. (Zahedi & Walterfang, 1992)
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Access to basic information, which today would be de-
livered through apps, probably used in their rooms, was
fought for within the complicated power and communi-
cation structures of the camp. In the pre-digital media
environment, the need for connectivity was filled by spa-
tial solutions, by places and spaces where certain me-
dia practices counteracted information scarcity. In the
case of the tea room, however, the reply from the camp
manager was a two-page letter, listing bureaucratic rea-
sons why such a tea-room would be completely impossi-
ble. He encouraged the volunteers to find facilities out-
side the camp, adding in a smug tone that it would of-
fer the refugees a “meaningful alternative to their daily
stroll around the city’s shops” (Zahedi & Walterfang,
1992). Unlike the initial example of the radio donations
in 1952, communication possibilities were again actively
prevented by the camp administration.
This first step of the analysis shows how media
practices were embedded in the heterotopian spatial
structure of the camp, within and beyond its fences,
circling around three central actors: refugees, admin-
istration and staff, as well as activists, situated within
the systemic power structures of the refugee regime.
Their media practices are both reproducing and con-
testing the heterotopia, using the possibilities of pre-
digital media, and responding to these spatial and social
power constraints.
6. Fighting out of the Heterotopia: Media Activist
Practices
The heterotopian space of the camp affects the needs
and functions ofmedia technologies and respective prac-
tices. The examples so far have shown that spatial and
power structures affect how pre-digital media practices
could be enacted, but also how new practices became
necessary. Especially, practices of protest, contention
and critique against the effects of the refugee regime
are discernible across thematerials whichwere analyzed.
These practices are closely tied to media practices and
can be examined as media activist practices (Mattoni,
2012; Pickard & Yang, 2017).
The use of media in pre-digital camps was a question
of availability and dependent on power structures the tri-
angle of actors created. As media practices had to be ac-
tively fought for, they can be understood as intertwined
forms of media activism, a concept from social move-
ment studies, grasping the use of media and communi-
cation by activists (Pickard & Yang, 2017, pp. 1–5). Ac-
tivists develop “repertoires of communication” (Mattoni,
2013), which include sets of media practices employed
for specific purposes of mobilization.
In this context, I want to demonstrate how both the
fight for media technology, i.e. the possibility of media
practices, but also the voicing of critique and demands
within the refugee regime, were forms of media activism.
This includesmedia practices by both refugees and volun-
teers, whichwere used to fight for connectivity, access to
media, or the re-negotiating power structures of commu-
nication and information in the camp.
As a first example for the negotiation of media prac-
tices, camp assemblies of refugees and administration
served as a platform for the voicing of demands and cri-
tique. Preserved reports show how amidst general prob-
lems, such as food, accommodation, or permissions, me-
dia practices were also debated:
Transcript of the discussion with the Hungarian
refugees in the transition camp Finkenwerder, Friday,
11 January 1957....German newspapers and maga-
zines are requested. The question if Hungarian mu-
sic etc. is wished for, is strongly denied. They wish to
be acquainted with German culture. Film screenings
once a week like in other camps. (Finkenwerder Un-
garnflüchtlinge, ca. 1956–1960)
These general assemblies were enacted public spheres
within the camps, a form of communication themselves,
and a forum for debating media practices, such as ac-
cess to newspapers etc. Another source from 1993 docu-
ments how an assembly was pushed for by the refugees,
after a letter with the refugees’ demands was handed
over to the management (Gruppe gegen Rassismus,
1993). Such demand lists or open letters, formulated by
the camp residents, often (linguistically and practically)
supported by activists, are well-preserved in the mate-
rial. Their purpose was to create publicity and aware-
ness of conditions in the camp and were often passed
to the press. Concrete issues were protests against de-
portations, experiences of racism and abuse, bad living
conditions and health care, but also the lack of connec-
tivity and the fight for media:
Public declaration of the refugees in the camp....The
280 refugees living there don’t even have a phone
booth to contact family and friends. There are no com-
mon rooms, where refugees could meet and socialize,
read, or watch TV (UnterstützerInnengruppe, 1994)
List of shortcomings by Iranian women....There is no
library, no newspapers. Radios are missing and a TV
(a few have private devices), the TV room is always
locked, almost all devices are broken, they are not
repaired....Too few telephones, only four booths, not
enough for all residents. (Anderes lernen e.V., 1996)
Demand lists, often handed over at assemblies, are a
form of political action, of fighting for and re-negotiating
power in the heterotopia. They document conditions
in the camp, by mediating them and making them
available to broader audiences beyond the camp. In
Friedland, refugees even elected representatives, who
would manage communication with the administration.
In the pre-digital environment, paper-based lists, open
letters, leaflets or magazines were the main form of me-
dia activist practices emerging from the camps. These
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were one part of the refugees’ and activists’ “reper-
toire of communication” (Mattoni, 2013). Connected
to this repertoire are other magazines, documentation
and reports of camp life or of camp visits, photo collec-
tions or even exhibitions, mostly emerging from the ac-
tivist scene. Under titles such as “I don’t know if I can
ever laugh again. Bosnian refugees in Hermannsburg
tell their stories” (Runder Tisch Hermannsburg, 1994) or
“18 weeks of refugee struggle, Neumünster, Greifswald,
Norderstedt. A documentation” (Autonome Info Gruppe
Kiel, 1992), conditions and voices in the camps were
made public. These represent another goal of media ac-
tivist practices; aiming to show the public and provide
insight into the neglected space of the camp as well as
to give witness to the refugees’ experiences. In analogue
media environments possibilities for refugees to have a
voice and to create publicity themselves, to managing
their perceptibility (Witteborn, 2014b) and to create new
“reclaimant narratives” (Bishop, 2018) against negative
media coverage, were mostly restricted to paper-based
documentation. The invitation of mass media represen-
tatives or politicians into the camp was part of this tactic
of presenting the problems of camp accommodation to
wider circles to foster support.
The story of one concrete camp exemplifies in more
detail, what has been elaborated so far. The “Hotel As-
toria” in Göttingen had been repurposed as an asylum-
seeker accommodation from 1982 to 1991. Due to its
generally awful conditions, it quickly turned into a noto-
rious “cauldron of unrest...from which the virus of resis-
tance spread” (Arbeitsgruppe Asylpolitik des Dritte Welt
e.V., 1991). The camp was permanently in the press for
changing managers (in total 7), including one case of sex-
ual abuse and a very negative report by the health de-
partment. Usually, around 130 refugees from 18 differ-
ent nationalities lived in the “hotel”. Things culminated
in February 1986 when the residents decided to boy-
cott the in-house grocery shop. The local asylum law had
changed the benefits from cash to coupons, following a
“principle of material goods”. The refugees announced
their protest firstly against the shop, which sold over-
priced food that had gone off, and secondly, demanded
to receive their benefits in cash. A demonstration was or-
ganized, leaflets and a protest-telegram informed politi-
cians, media, and the general public. On 6 February, they
entered an open-ended hunger strike. The residents had
been heavily supported by a local activist group, and dur-
ing the hunger strike even UNHCR heard about the sit-
uation, expressed their support and called for the end
of the coupon policy. On 12 February, a camp assem-
bly was held with visiting politicians, the refugees, the
mass media, and activists, providing an opportunity for
a heated debate about the situation. Further protests
against the coupon-system were organized, including a
system in which activists would buy food and coupons
from the refugees, meaning they effectively got cash. It
was ended in 1987. The hotel burned down in 1989 and
was finally closed in 1991.
This short history of this specific case illustrates how
in the pre-digital era, media activism was created in re-
action to the specific (awful) conditions of the space.
Especially, the creation of publicity, including interac-
tions with mass media (here, different local newspapers
and the public-service broadcaster NDR), was a com-
mon practice of high importance, as visibility and public-
ity successfully created pressure to improve conditions.
Leaflets, open letters and demand lists by refugees, ac-
tivists, and even the social workers in the camp docu-
ment the protests as traces of media practices. Many
preserved newspaper articles document the mediated
discourse about this specific camp, sometimes including
voices of refugees, who tried to affect narratives and
perceptions about themselves, e.g. in interviews in ac-
tivist magazines or newspapers (cf. Bishop, 2018). The ex-
amples illustrate specifically “relational media practices”,
which Mattoni (2013, pp. 48–50) describes as adapted,
tailored interactions with media technologies, outlets
and professionals, that activists engage in. Here, the spe-
cific technologies of dissemination have been chosen to
create both publicity in different circles and communica-
tion against the powerful actors in the administration.
The range of examples shows how pre-digital media
activist practices have been fostered by the heterotopian
space of the refugee camp. The lack of connectivity and
other dire conditionswhich the refugee regime produces
have been responded to throughmedia activist practices,
as a form of heterotopian media practices. They can be
mapped into different categories, fighting for different
rights. Firstly, different demands were mediated in the
form of paper-based or telegraphed lists and open let-
ters, but also in the production of wider-circulated mag-
azines or leaflets. These media practices were mainly ad-
dressing the bad living conditions in the camps, fighting
for the right of humane treatment. Secondly, the possi-
bility of media practices themselves was fought for, the
necessary media infrastructure. When asking for “bet-
ter ways of communication” (Gruppe gegen Rassismus,
1993), the right to communication was to be achieved,
just as today e.g. hacker activists help to set upWi-Fi net-
works in refugee camps (Kubitschko& Schütz, 2016). And
thirdly, through the creation of media, which could cross
the boundaries of the camp, injustices and experiences,
such as the clear lack of media and information or the
horrendous costs of phone calls, could be made public,
and protests could be documented (e.g. in the case of
hunger strikes). Interviews with refugees were published
in magazines, everyday life was documented, but much
more importantly, mass media were included to create
visibility and political pressure. Media activist practices
hence helped to push these voices outside of the camp,
andmediate and document them,when general informa-
tion precarity hampered self-articulation and media use
in the way we know it from digital technologies today.
These media practices ought to support a right to appro-
priate representation.
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7. Conclusion
This article has showcased historical trajectories to
“refugee crises” and their interrelation to media and
communication. The refugee camp is a space and place,
where roles and functions of media in forced migration
can be studied historically. It is where analogue and
digital media have been used, imagined, fought for, or
created—responding to evolving refugee regimes and
media environments in a heterotopian space.
In pre-digital media environments of refugee camps
in West Germany, media practices were dependent on
spatial and social power structures, created and sub-
verted by camp administration, refugees, and activists.
Opportunities, spaces, and access to and for media prac-
tices and respective technologies were provided, yet at
the same time restricted, by the camp structure and
administration, as well as fought for and created by
refugees and volunteers. Heterotopian media practices
emerged, which responded to the spatial restrictions
and conditions, which the refugee regime had put the
refugees in. In the earlier post-war period and 1950s,
material spaces for media and communication, such as
camp cinemas, were the norm and opportunities for me-
dia practices were created by the administration. By the
1980s and 1990s, media technology was no longer a
part of a camp’s inventory and possibilities for media
practices had to be achieved much more actively. In re-
sponse to the lack of connectivity and access to media,
media activist practices, especially the mediated voic-
ing of demands and the creation of public awareness
as media practices, demonstrate how “communication
rights” (Leurs, 2017) were fought for; they happened
both within the power structures of the refugee regime,
and the affordances of the analogue environment. The
appropriation of different ways of communicating and
the struggle for access to media technologies adapted
to the needs of those fighting against information pre-
carity. As a heterotopia, the camp’s pre-digital media en-
vironment was both maintained control and social ar-
rest, while being undermined bymedia activism. Theme-
dia practices analyzed show how the heterotopian con-
ditions of exclusion, othering and deviation were coun-
teracted by drawing upon mediated communication to
render the space visible to the wider world and con-
nect it to spaces within the surrounding society. The dif-
ferent actors manoeuvred around the limited temporal
and spatial affordances of pre-digital media within the
space of the camp, trying to traverse it. Although Koen
Leurs’ (2017) concept of “communication rights”, based
on young refugees’ smartphone use, focuses on the dig-
ital, it provides a perspective on agency, but also on po-
litical, social, and cultural limitations affecting refugees’
media practices. Digging back into the pre-digital era
has shown how communication rights have also been
fought for in the past. Media technologies, such as tele-
phones, radios, newspapers, but also letters, magazines,
and leaflets, were drawn upon to obtain news, reach
loved-ones, or create visibility and give witness to the op-
pressive structures of the refugee regime. If these find-
ings are compared to the categories describing “infor-
mation precarity” (Wall et al., 2017) today, it becomes
clear that basic media infrastructures had to be estab-
lished first to be able to access any information, but
also to individuallymediate communication. This created
more direct threats of surveillance and social control
by the administration, to enable them to prevent me-
dia practices. However, the general experiences of infor-
mation insecurity—or even the mere lack of any media
technology—are very similar, regardless of the techno-
logical environment. Andmoreover, both historically and
today, these experiences are reacted to with specific me-
dia (activist) practices.
Ultimately, this article shows that it is exactly through
this historical insight into the fight for media practices,
that the functions and conflicts around media and com-
munication within the heterotopian space of the refugee
camp become visible. Of course, this is only a first step
to pinpoint the historical trajectories of media practices
within forced migration contexts and more detailed dis-
cussion, for example, around dimensions of gender or
race, are needed, and must be methodically combined
with oral history interviews. However, as this first study
shows, historical perspectives allow us to reconfigure
our understanding of digital media and ask which new
problems and opportunities they have really put for-
ward in the realm of forced migration today. We can ask
more rigorously whether some of these experiences and
problems have already been solved in the past, or even
whether certain problems have rather emerged from
other, not directly media-related historical contexts of
ever-evolving refugee regimes.
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